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CONNECTIVITY CONTRIBUTION TO URBAN HUB
NETWORK BASED ON SUPER NETWORK
THEORY – CASE STUDY OF BEIJING
ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

With the rapid development of urbanization in China,
the number of travel modes and urban passenger transportation hubs has been increasing, gradually forming
multi-level and multi-attribute transport hub networks in
the cities. At the same time, Super Network Theory (SNT)
has advantages in displaying the multi-layer transport
hubs. The aim of this paper is to provide a new perspective to study connectivity contribution of potential hubs.
Urban transport hubs are ranked through topological
features based on Hub Super Network (HSN). This paper
proposes two indexes based on Super-Edge (SE), Zero
Hub Degree of SE (ZHDoSE) and a number of shared
SEes (NSSE), respectively. Then, a case study was conducted in Beijing, which considers four combinations to
study the influence of transport modes and subway lines
on connectivity. The results show that no-normalization
strengthens the contribution of transport modes and subway lines on connectivity. Besides, the transport mode
contributes a lot to the connectivity. However, elements
normalization strengthens the subway lines under ZHDoSE reciprocal. In addition, various weights of ZHDoSE and NSSE have different influences on the recognition results of SEes in HSN.

super network; super-edge; transportation hub;
connectivity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the process of urbanization has
had a leap-forward development in China, and numerous modes of transportation have emerged to
meet the people’s growing demands for travelling,
which has improved the urban quality of life and
urban operational efficiency [1]. At the same time,
multimodal traveling makes people converge at
multimodal transfer points, which brings pressure
to the transfer hubs in a city. Moreover, frequent occurrence of incidents has directly affected people’s
travels and commutes, even the economic development. Recently, scholars [2–6] have carried out the
analyses of topological features that have great impacts on the characteristics of a network. Therefore,
good understanding of the topological features of a
network could guide hubs management operations
and take preventive measures effectively.
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Of course, like many topological networks in
transportation [6–11], the features of urban hubs have
been studied before by complex network in which the
urban hubs are taken as single nodes. As urban hubs
contain several transport modes, the single complex
network has defects in performing multimodal urban
hubs. However, the multimodal network hub is much
more complicated than single transportation hubs
on complex network. More specifically, the hub has
multiple transport modes and multiple track lines in a
node, which means multi-tier attributes in the nodes.
Furthermore, the transfer hub includes various facilities of several transport modes and connections of
different facilities, which increases the complexity
and difficulty in performance analysis on complex
networks. In addition, the complexity is also brought
by the increasing number of hubs and spatial distribution in a city. Hubs network will lose more multi-dimensional information when the hubs are simplified
by a single complex network. Therefore, the urban
hub network has the characteristics of multi-dimension, multi-level, multi-attribute, and multiplicity. It
will lose much information when being analysed using a single network. For example, nodes just show
one transport mode and link, failing to represent the
relationship between travel modes and layers. The
characteristics of urban hubs that are formed by the
overlaying of several transport modes cannot be fully
reflected by a single network. The study on hubs with
multiple transport modes is rarely mentioned in the
previous research. Therefore, there is an urgent need
for a multi-dimensional method or model to interpret
the structure of urban hubs and study the characteristics. Then, it can provide guidelines for steps to improve operational efficiency, enhance service capacity, and then reduce the economic losses.
Hub transmission efficiency is an important index
to evaluate hub services, and high connectivity between hubs is an important guarantee for hub efficiency. The connectivity has a great relationship with
node degree in complex networks [12–14]. Many
studies have done this before and achieved fruitful
results. However, most of the research lacked effective modelling and analysis of urban hub networks,
ignored the importance of transport modes and edge
characteristics in multi-level hub networks. For instance, passengers plan to leave Beijing by trains.
The passenger has fewer options in Beigongdaximen subway station (Line 14 contains Beijing south
railway station) than the one in Jiulongshan subway
station (Line 7 includes Beijing west railway station
36

and Line 14 includes Beijing south railway station),
which shows that a single node in a complex network
will ignore two subway lines in Jiulongshan subway
station. Therefore, new indices should be proposed to
represent the features since node degree cannot describe the connectivity of a multi-level hub network.
Transport modes and subway lines have great effects on the efficiency of multi-layer transport hubs.
Therefore, a new index combined with the number of
transport modes and the number of subway lines is
presented in this paper.
Though features of the complex network have
been a hot topic with the widespread application on
transportation [15–18], it is difficult to describe the
characteristics of multi-layer travel hub networks.
Meanwhile, the concept of Super Network Theory
(SNT) was firstly proposed by Sheffi in 1985 [19],
and then, it was defined by professor Nagurney as
the network of a network [20]. Up to the present,
the SNT has the advantage of providing new perspectives and methods and has been widely applied
in many fields [21–24]. Of course, some applications can be also found in the field of transportation
[25, 26]. However, it is rarely mentioned from the
perspective of urban transportation hubs. The SNT
can bring new elements with multi-dimensional attributes and describe nodes and links multi-dimensionally. Besides, new elements proposed in SNT
carry a lot of information; for example, the connections between multi-layer nodes and multi-dimensional connection of a single node. Therefore, the
SNT has great potential in exploration and application in the field of urban hubs.
Based on the existing research, this paper attempts to build a multi-layer model by SNT and
provide appropriate indices to describe the connectivity properly. The SNT model can provide a new
perspective for urban hub network and new elements. In this paper, multi-dimensional indicators
are obtained and more information is represented by
new elements. The paper then explores how transport modes and subway lines contribute to the connectivity of the urban hub network. According to
SNT, the framework of urban Hub Super-Network
(HSN) is built and new elements are presented. Besides, due to the uncertainty of combination, several
combinations of transport modes and subway lines
are discussed, and parameters are also discussed
based on the HSN. The case study has been conducted in Beijing city. Hence, the main purpose of
this paper is to explore the influence of the number
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 35-47
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of transport modes and the number of subway lines
on connectivity. This knowledge could be utilized
to provide useful guidance for urban transport hub
operations and managements.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next
Section, the HSN methods are described. In Section
3, the case study is conducted, and the results are
presented. In the Section of the discussion, factors
affecting the connectivity are analysed. In the last
Section, conclusions are drawn.

2. METHODS
2.1 Assumptions
Based on SNT [27–29], this paper proposes several assumptions before modelling, which are helpful to abstract urban hub and form the HSN. Besides, the urban hubs in Beijing city have been taken
into account in this paper, which helps to explain
well and to understand the new elements presented
in the HSN methods.
Subway is the basic transport means in HSN.
According to the research by Wang [30], which has
taken the potential catchment area of transit station
into account, the coverage area of the transit stations accounts for about 90% of the total area of the
fifth ring road region in Beijing. Besides, according
to the report of the Beijing transportation development 2019 [31], the share of the subway transport
mode in the total travel volume in Beijing equals
49.5%, and the annual transport volume of rail transit is 3.85 billion passengers per year. According to
the spatial distribution of stations and the volume of
transportation, the subway can be used as the basic
transport means. The complexity of the bus transport network in Beijing makes it difficult to quantify the impacts of the bus stations. Meanwhile, the
bus network, with large volume and wide radiation
area, increases the complexity of HSN and reduces
the profit of the model. Hence, the subway can be
the basic transport mode in the multimodal hub network, and the bus network is not considered in the
HSN model of this paper.

2.2 Modelling
According to the assumptions presented above,
four sub-networks are constructed in HSN, including airport sub-network, railway sub-network, highway passenger sub-network, and subway sub-network. The sketch map of the HSN is shown in
Figure 1 [21].
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 35-47

Sub-nodes that are labelled 0 are assigned to
sub-network: due to the lack of certain mode(s), the
hub nodes cannot reveal the intact vertical relations
between sub-nodes in corresponding sub-networks.
For instance, the Beijing west railway station does
not have an airport travel method, which means the
corresponding sub-nodes in the airport sub-network
are missing. Therefore, nodes with label 0 are introduced to build the connection between sub-networks if the corresponding sub-node is missing.
The sub-nodes labelled 0 are allocated to each
sub-network layer. In general, label 0 represents the
missing modes of transportation in HSN.
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Figure 1 – Sketch map of HSN

Subway sub-network: the nodes in this sub-network are subway stations in the city, and the edges
are the urban rail transit lines. The subway sub-network mainly services the travel demand within the
city. An edge will be counted if two adjacent stations
are linked by a line, and vice versa.
Highway passenger sub-network: in this sub-network, several critical highway passenger terminals
(urban coach stations and municipal long-distance
passenger transport hubs) are adopted, like Liuliqiao
highway passenger terminal in Beijing. The edges in
this sub-network indicate that there is a connection
between sub-nodes by means of coaches.
Railway sub-network: the urban railway stations
are the main sub-nodes in this sub-network, and
the relationship between two nodes in the railway
sub-network indicate the connection by railway lines
within the city.
Airport sub-network: there is no question that the
airport is the sub-node in this sub-network. In general, a city only has one airport in China.
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As Figure 1 shows, the relationships between inter-subnetwork and intra-subnetwork can be well
clarified through the HSN. Therefore, there are
two types of relationship lines; vertical lines and
horizontal lines, respectively. The horizontal solid
lines represent the connection of the sub-nodes of
a certain sub-network, which shows the relationship between inner sub-networks. In addition, the
colour of the line is the same as the colour of the
sub-node in the same layer. The vertical lines are
shown as dotted lines, which is the embodiment of
the relationship between the sub-networks in the
HSN. More specifically, the vertical lines indicate
the connection of the same spatial location along
different sub-networks.

2.3 Indices of topological characteristics
According to the application of SN [21, 23, 32],
a new element of SN is the Super-Edge (SE). In the
same way, SE equals the vertical line, such as the
bold dotted vertical line (see Figure 1) in HSN. The
SE connects a lot of sub-nodes in different layers,
and the sub-nodes have two types based on whether they are labelled 0 or not. Therefore, SE has the
potential to show the number of transport modes
and the relationships between sub-networks that the
complex network cannot show in nodes. In addition,
another concept is represented in the HSN model,
which is the sub-nodes of SE (SNSE) like the elements of the SE in other fields [21, 23, 32]. There is
no doubt that the SNSE is a set of sub-nodes, which
includes the sub-nodes in the SE and the sub-nodes
connected to this SE in the subway sub-network.
For instance, the line covered by the sub-nodes labelled 0 in airport sub-network, labelled 2 in railway sub-network, labelled 2 in highway passenger
sub-network and labelled 2 in subway sub-network
is a kind of SE which is named SE2. The sub-nodes
in the line of SE2 plus the sub-nodes labelled 3, 4,
and 5 in the subway sub-network are the SNSE of
SE2.
As connectivity means the accessibility of nodes
in a network [33–35], it has significant influence on
the operational efficiency and level of service. In
HSN, the connectivity is reflected by vertical and
horizontal accessibility in the inter-layer and intra-layer. According to HSN, the SE and sub-nodes
of SE show multi-dimensional relationship. Therefore, the indices will be proposed based on SE and
38

sub-nodes of SE, which can well perform the effects
of the number of transport modes and subway lines
on connectivity.
The first index is named zero hub-node degrees
of SEs (ZHDoSE), which calculates the amount of
labelled 0 sub-nodes of SE. According to the definition, this index can well represent the number of
transport modes in SE, which plays an essential role
in the connectivity of hubs. This index is calculated
by Equation 1:
]Z] 0 None Labeled 0
]]
] 1 1 Labeled 0
C e0 = ][
]] 2 2 Labeled 0
]]
3 3 Labeled 0
\

(1)

where C0e represents the ZHDoSE of e-th SE. For
example, SE2 has only one sub-node labelled 0 in
airport sub-network; hence, the ZHDoSE value of
SE2 is 1, and C02=1. Likewise, SE1 has two subnodes labelled 0 in the airport sub-network and the
railway sub-network, so C01=2.
In HSN, the number of shared SEs (NSSE) is the
total number of SEs that the sub-nodes in the subway sub-network shared with other SEs. Equation 2
shows the calculation:
SD e =

I

/ N SEx

i=1

i

(2)

where SDe represents the NSSE of e-th SE, and I is
the number of sub-nodes in the e-th SE on the subxi
way sub-network; N SE
is the number of SEs that its
sub-node xi belongs to the subway sub-network; xi
means the i-th sub-node in the subway sub-network.
For example, SE2 in Figure 1 has sub-nodes labelled
2, 3, 4, and 5 in the subway sub-network, sub-node
labelled 2 has shared 3 SEs, sub-node labelled 3 has
shared 3 SEs, sub-node labelled 4 has shared 4 SEs,
and sub-node labelled 5 has shared 3 SEs; hence,
the NSSE of SE2 is 13, SD2=13.
The index of NSSE can well represent the selectivity of SE in a subway station. For example,
the starting and ending stations in the subway lines
have fewer options than the transfer stations. More
precisely, this index can be a representation of subway lines that the SE catches to some extent. Therefore, it may have the potential to affect the topological connectivity of hubs.
The correlation analysis has been conducted to
make sure whether ZHDoSE and NSSE are relevant or not. The number of stations N is 287, and
Pearson correlation is 0.091, which is lower than
0.1. Therefore, the indices of ZHDoSE and NSSE
are independent. The index of ZHDoSE could well
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 35-47
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represent the contribution of transport modes,
meanwhile, the index of NSSE plays an important
role in the contribution of subways.

2.4 Expression of connectivity
In HSN, more labelled 0 sub-nodes mean fewer transport modes in SEs; meanwhile, less NSSE
of SE shows less connection to other SEs, which
means fewer chances to respond to the sudden
changes. As a result, in this paper, the connectivity
is described as the combination score of ZHDoSE
and NSSE. However, the values of ZHDoSE and
NSSE dimension have some impacts on the results.
Therefore, to overcome these potential effects, four
types of combinations are proposed based on two
indices. The first two are ZHDoSE combined with
NSSE reciprocal under elements normalization or
no-normalization. The last two are ZHDoSE reciprocals combined with NSSE, which also considers
whether the elements are normalized or not.
Elements normalization
There are three common methods for normalization, and all of them have advantages under different circumstances. However, to make the values fit
into the 0-1 interval, which can effectively avoid the
influence of dimensional value, this paper adopts
the max-min normalization, and the normalized formula is shown in Equation 3:
x i - x min
x norm = x max
- x min

(3)

where xnorm is the production of normalization, xmax,
xmin are the maximum and minimum of the whole
elements, respectively; and xi is the i-th element.

e , Rse , Rse , Rse
where RsSE1
SE2
SE3
SE4 are the connectivity of the e-th SE; a, b are parameters and a+b=1;
e
Cnorm0
, C0e, and SDe, SDnorm_e are non-normalization
or normalization values, respectively.

3. CASE STUDY
3.1 Hubs in Beijing
In this paper, the number of hubs in the case study
equals the number of subway stations in Beijing.
Therefore, based on the Beijing rail transit lines map,
a total of 287 subway stations have been studied in
this paper. Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of
SEs in Beijing, which is the spatial distribution of
subway station locations. Only the Beijing international airport is adopted in the airport sub-network in
this case study. Meanwhile, in the subway sub-network, the T2 subway station and T3 subway station
are merged into one SE labelled SE1. In addition,
four railway stations are considered in the railway
sub-network, namely Beijing south railway station,
Beijing west railway station, Beijing north railway
station, and Beijing railway station. Nine passenger
hubs are contained in the HSN model of the Beijing
city. Moreover, the numbering principle of SEs is
firstly based on the increasing of the number of transport modes from SE1 to SE287. Then, when two
hubs have an equal number of transport modes, the
sort is according to the sequence of transport mode of
airplane, train, highway passenger hubs, and subway.
For example, SE1 to SE3 have three transport modes,
SE4 to SE12 have two transport modes, and SE 13 to
SE 287 have one transport mode.

Connectivity of SEs
As mentioned before, four kinds of combinations
of ZHDoSE and NSSE are presented in this paper.
Besides, linear fitting is used in this section, because
it is convenient for debugging parameters, quick results, and suitable for fewer parameters. Therefore,
the four types of construction in this research are
shown as follows:
b
Rs eSE1 = aC enorm0 + SD
norm_e

(4)

a
+ bSD norm_e
e
C norm
0

(5)

e
Rs SE
2 =

b
Rs eSE3 = aC e0 + SD
e

(6)

a
+ bSD e
C e0

(7)

Rs eSE4 =
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Figure 2 – Spatial distribution map of SEs
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3.2 Results of topological indices
The results of ZHDoSE are indicated in Figure 3.
From Figure 3 it can be seen that most of the SEs
have only one transport mode (subway), i.e. C0e=3
and the percentage equals almost 96%. Less than
4% of urban hubs in this model are stations which
support multi-modality, i.e. two or more travel
modes. This index represents in a certain sense the
number of transport modes.
Figure 3b shows that the majority of SEs that account for 33% have the NSSE value of 9 in Beijing.
These SEs are normal subway stations in the subway
sub-network, which are neither transfer stations nor
end point stations. Each of them has two normal stations nearby and normal stations have three shared
SEs, i.e. 3·3=9. Therefore, three normal stations
have nine NSSEs. And then, it is followed by 11
NSSEs which is about 17%. Besides, the maximum
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Table 1 – Top ten SEs based on elements normalization and NSSE reciprocal
SE

Hub name

Subway line

ZHDoSE

NSSE

e
RsSE1

SE3

Beijing west railway station

Lines 7, 9

1

15

0.089

SE2

Beijing south railway station

Lines 4, 14

1

13

0.128

SE5

Beijing north railway station

Lines 2, 4, 13

2

23

0.200

SE7

Bawangfen hub

Lines 1, 14

2

22

0.208

SE6

Liuliqiao hub

Lines 9, 10

2

20

0.225

SE4

Beijing railway station

Line 2

2

13

0.328

SE8

Zhaogongkou hub

Line 5

2

13

0.328

SE10

Lianhuachi hub

Line 9

2

12

0.352

SE1

Beijing international airport

Airport Line

1

7

0.381

SE11

Sihui hub

Line 1, Batong

2

11

0.382

40
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The result of connectivity under ZHDoSE reciprocal and normalization is shown in Table 2. In this
expression, the higher the score of SE, the higher
is the connectivity. The prominent characteristic
is that each SE of the top ten contains at least two
subway lines. Besides, 50% of SEs have only one
transportation mode, but all of SEs have more than
two transport modes in Table 1. In addition, as Table 1
shows, the top three hubs are all railway stations.
As mentioned before, non-normalized elements
should be taken into consideration. The result of
no-normalization and NSSE reciprocal combination
are presented in Table 3 which shows the same top
ten SEs as Table 1. However, the sorting of the SEs is
different; for example, SE1 ranks no. nine in Table 1
but top three in Table 3. In addition, the SEs that have
three transport modes are in top three, which is different from Table 1. SE1 in Table 3 ranks in top three
but not in Table 1. Moreover, 100% of top ten SEs
have at least two transport modes.
The results of no-normalization and ZHDoSE
reciprocal are shown in Table 4. According to the list,
all of the top ten SEs have two subway lines, but
60% of SEs in Table 3 have two subway lines. There
are 80% of them that have one transport mode and
100% of SEs are transfer stations, but no SE has
only one transport mode.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Different combinations
As mentioned above, there are four combinations of connectivity based on two indices. Therefore, discussions on different combinations have
been conducted, which can help find out how the
transport modes and subway lines perform under
different cases.
Firstly, the results of combination of elements
normalization and NSSE reciprocal show that three
railway stations (Beijing west railway station, Beijing south railway station and Beijing north railway station) rank top three in top ten SEs. The SE4
(Beijing railway station) is not even in the top five,
and the difference between SE4 and top three SEs
is that the number of its subway lines is lower than
of the other railway stations. Moreover, the SE5
(ZHDoSE=2) has three subway lines ranked behind
SE2 and SE3 (ZHEoSE=1), and the value of NSSE
is higher than SE2 and SE3. What is more, SE11
seems to contain two subway lines, but it gets low
values of NSSE because Line 1 and Line Batong
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 35-47

transfer at the same station. However, SE1 (Beijing international airport and passenger hub of the
airport) only has one subway line and is endpoint
subway station, which has low values of NSSE. In
conclusion, compared with the SEs (SE3, SE2, and
SE5) and SEs (SE1 and SE11), the ZHDoSE could
be more important than the NSSE, which indicates
that the number of transport modes makes a much
greater contribution than the number of subway
lines in HSN.
Secondly, for the ZHDoSE reciprocal under normalization, it can be seen that the top three SEs are
still SE3, SE5, and SE2, which fits the results shown
in Table 1. However, SE2 and SE5 have changed
their rankings, which might be illustrated by the fact
that the superiority of ZHDoSE weakens under ZHDoSE reciprocal. Compared to top ten SEs selected
by normalization and ZHDoSE reciprocal combination, it might show that ZHDoSE is more critical
than NSSE, but it can strengthen the contribution
of subway lines because the SEs with more subway lines are selected. However, as the subsequent
eight SEs show in this combination, more transport
modes have more advantages, which represents
higher connectivity. Compared to Table 1, SE1 has
three transport modes and the value of NSSE is
seven, which is not on the list in Table 2. All SEs
shown in Table 2 have more than two subway lines,
which indicates that ZHDoSE reciprocal weakens
and might promote the contribution of the number
of subway lines. Therefore, the subway lines are
strengthened by ZHDoSE reciprocal and normalization. However, the number of transport modes does
not contribute well in this case.
Thirdly, as for no-normalization under NSSE
reciprocal, Table 3 shows the same top ten SEs as
shown in Table 1. Of course, it is somewhat different
from the element normalization, SE1 ranks in top
three. The No. 3 SE in Table 1 is SE5, which now
ranks No. 4. For more specifics, the difference between SE1 and SE5 is that SE1 contains three kinds
of transport modes, but only one subway line. However, SE5 gathers three subway lines (Line 2, Line
4, and Line 13) and has one fewer transport mode
than SE1. Generally, from these results, it can be
concluded that the transport modes play a more significant role than the number of subway lines under
no-normalization and NSSE reciprocal combination. In addition, no-normalization makes transport
modes contribute a lot to the connectivity than the
41
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Table 2 – Top ten SEs based on elements normalization and ZHDoSE reciprocal
SE

Name

Subway line

ZHDoSE

NSSE

e
RsSE2

SE3

Beijing west railway station

Lines 7, 9

1

15

0.733

SE5

Beijing north railway station

Lines 2, 4, 13

2

23

0.700

SE2

Beijing south railway station

Lines 4, 14

1

13

0.667

SE7

Bawangfen hub

Lines 1, 14

2

22

0.667

SE6

Liuliqiao hub

Lines 9, 10

2

20

0.600

SE31

Guomao Station

Lines 1, 10

3

22

0.567

SE33

Chegongzhuang Station

Lines 2, 4

3

22

0.567

SE24

Xidan Station

Lines 1, 4

3

21

0.533

SE28

Dongdan Station

Lines 1, 5

3

21

0.533

SE29

Jianguomen Station

Lines 1, 2

3

21

0.533

ZHDoSE

NSSE

e
RsSE3

Table 3 – Top ten SEs based on no-normalization and NSSE reciprocal
SE

Name

Subway line

SE3

Beijing west railway station

Lines 7, 9

1

15

0.440

SE2

Beijing south railway station

Lines 4, 14

1

13

0.446

SE1

Beijing international airport

Airport Line

1

7

0.486

SE5

Beijing north railway station

Lines 2, 4, 13

2

23

0.826

SE7

Bawangfen hub

Lines 1, 14

2

22

0.827

SE6

Liuli Qiao hub

Lines 9, 10

2

20

0.830

SE4

Beijing railway station

Line 2

2

13

0.846

SE8

Zhaogongkou hub

Line 5

2

13

0.846

SE10

Lianhuachi hub

Line 9

2

12

0.850

SE11

Sihui hub

Line 1, Batong

2

11

0.855

Table 4 – Top ten SEs based on no-normalization and ZHDoSE reciprocal
SE

Name

Subway line

ZHDoSE

NSSE

e
RsSE4

SE5

Beijing north railway station

Lines 2, 4, 13

2

23

14.000

SE7

Bawangfen hub

Lines 1, 14

2

22

13.400

SE31

Guomao station

Lines 1, 10

3

22

13.333

SE33

Chegongzhuang station

Lines 2, 4

3

22

13.333

SE24

Xidan station

Lines 1, 4

3

21

12.733

SE28

Dongdan station

Lines 1, 5

3

21

12.733

SE29

Jianguomen station

Lines 1, 2

3

21

12.733

SE36

Xuanwumen station

Lines 2, 4

3

21

12.733

SE39

Chongwenmen station

Lines 2, 5

3

21

12.733

SE40

Chaoyangmen station

Lines 2, 6

3

21

12.733
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normalization under NSSE reciprocal; perhaps the
normalization weakens the role of transport modes
on the connectivity.
Lastly, compared to the results presented in
Table 2 and Table 3, the results in Table 4 of the combination of ZHDoSE reciprocal and no-normalization, emphasises the contribution on the number of
subway lines. The contribution of NSSE might be
greatly strengthened, because the values of NSSE
are descending in Table 4 while they are not in Table 2.
Though the SEs of top ten in Table 4 have more than
two subway lines, there are no SEs that have three
transport modes. Moreover, only two SEs (SE5,
SE7) have two kinds of transport modes, and no SE
has three kinds of transport mode shown on the list.
In addition, compared to Table 3 and Table 4, the value
of ZHDoSE has an increasing trend in either table,
which shows that the ZHDoSE strengthens under
no-normalization. However, the extent of strengthening is affected by the reciprocal, because the SEs
whose values of ZHDoSE equal 1 are not shown in
Table 4. Moreover, as NSSE descends in Table 4, the
ZHDoSE reciprocal under no-normalization might
strengthen the NSSE.
Therefore, compared to the results of all four
combinations and taking the real situation of urban
hubs in the Beijing city into consideration, the results of the paper can be further explained as follows. As for reciprocal cases, the NSSE reciprocal
shows more practical identifications on performing
subway lines and transport modes than ZHDoSE
reciprocal whether under normalization or not. As
for normalization cases, the NSSE reciprocal can
obtain better results than ZHDoSE reciprocal. Besides, the transport modes have great contribution
on connectivity under no-normalization. As this
paper shows, the number of transport modes seems
more important for connectivity than the number of
subway lines.
To conclude, compared to NSSE reciprocal and
ZHDoSE reciprocal combination, the ZHDoSE reciprocal might greatly weaken the effect of transport modes on the connectivity and strengthen the
subway lines under normalization. In addition,
no-normalization might strengthen the contribu-

tion of subway lines under ZHDoSE reciprocal.
No-normalization of elements always strengthens
the contribution of transport modes whether under
ZHDoSE or NSSE reciprocal (see Table 5).
In short, the studies in the Beijing city show
that the combination of elements normalization and
NSSE reciprocal has more practical significance
among the rest of three combinations, because it can
well reflect the contribution of transport mode and
subway lines. As Beijing international airport (SE1)
has three transport modes, but only one subway line
and a few stations, it ranks the ninth in Table 1.

4.2 Analysis of parameter a
Based on the previous research, a and b have adopted 0.4 and 0.6 for four combinations in this paper, respectively. However, different values might
have different effects. Therefore, different values of
parameter a (b=1-a) are discussed in this section.
The purpose is to explore the impacts of different
parameters on the results. Figure 4 shows numerical
simulation results. Axis Y represents the calculation
results of the combination of ZHDoSE and NSSE .
It can be seen from the figures that the trend of
different lines in Figure 4a seems similar, especially after SE25. With the value of a increasing, the
scores of different SEs seem to be rising, but the
highest values do not exceed 1. Figure 4b shows more
details about SE1 to SE25. However, SE1, SE2, and
SE3 have a decreasing tendency with an increase of
constant a. It is known that three transport modes
have these three SEs, which might be explained by
the elements normalization that makes the value of
ZHDoSE 0. Of course, the tendency changes after
SE11 because of the jumping crossover phenomenon in Figure 4b. The SEs after SE11 have only one
transport mode, which might explain the change.
Moreover, in the combination of normalization,
some SEs (SE12, SE47, SE67, and so on) contain
endpoint stations that have the same score equalling 1, though parameter a varies from 0.01 to 0.99.
Furthermore, as parameter a is higher than 0.95, the
scores of SEs after No. 11 that has only one transport mode (subway) are close to 1. Therefore, under
the combination of NSSE reciprocal with elements

Table 5 – Strengthening results of different combinations
ZHDoSE reciprocal

NSSE reciprocal

Normalization

Subway lines

--

No-normalization

Subway lines; Transport modes

Transport modes
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SE1 to SE3, second step: SE4 to SE12, and third
step: SE13 to SE287) in Figure 5b, which is also
actually the boundary of the number of transport
modes. The higher the parameter a, the more obvious are the three-stage phenomena. As the lower score means more trip ways it contains, for instance, SEs have three kinds of transport modes in
the first step, two transport modes in the second
step, and only one in the third step. In addition,
the value of constant a is no more than 0.05, which
tends to achieve the homogeneity of SEs in HSN,
because the score of all SEs features no big fluctuation. In conclusion, under no-normalization, when
parameter a is lower than 0.05, it has the tendency to
make the score of all SEs converge.
In conclusion, parameter a has great influence on
the results in the normalization case, but it has fewer impacts on no-normalization case. In addition,
1.0

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

0.8
Score

Score

normalization, when parameter a is large (over
0.95), the connectivity of most SEs in the network
tends to be more homogeneous, but it does not work
for other SEs which have more than two transport
modes.
Figure 5 shows the simulation results of NSSE reciprocal without elements of normalization. Figure 5a
shows the trends: as parameter a increases the score
seems to be rising, especially the SEs after SE25.
The scores are over 1 that is different from the
normalization case, which might be caused by
normalization methods. Compared to the results
shown in Figure 4, the results verify that elements
normalization weakens the contribution of transport modes, because SE1, SE2, and SE3 do not
drop with parameter a increasing. In addition, there
is an increasing trend when a equals 0.95 and 0.99.
Moreover, there are obvious three steps (first step:

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0
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75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300
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a=0.40
a=0.80
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a) SEs score polygonal map

15
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Figure 4 – Results of parameter a under NSSE reciprocal with elements normalization
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Figure 5 – Results of parameter a under NSSE reciprocal without elements normalization
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when value a is lower than 0.05, the sorting of all
SEs will somewhat change under no-normalization.
Moreover, two situations can get more differentiated ranking of SEs in HSN. One is that parameter a is
lower than 0.95 while elements have been normalized, the other is that parameter a is higher than 0.05
in case of no-normalization.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper a research has been conducted on
the urban transport hubs that have multimodal travel
means, and the HSN framework is proposed based
on SNT. Further, two indices are presented and four
combinations are discussed in this paper. The two
indices are proposed to represent the number of
transport modes and subway lines. In addition, the
results of four expressions are discussed and have
been validated in the Beijing case. The main findings are summarized as follows:
1) HSN is built based on the theory of super network. Two structural features (ZHDoSE and
NSSE) are proposed to study the connectivity of
the hubs. Besides, a case study of Beijing is conducted to analyse the topological characteristics
of the hubs in Beijing. It has been proven that
SNT can be well applied in the field of urban
hubs.
2) In HSN four expressions of connectivity are
proposed based on the indices of ZHDoSE and
NSSE. The finding is that the transport modes
contribute a lot to the connectivity of hubs. Besides, no-normalization strengthens the contribution of the transport mode and subway lines in
ZHDoSE reciprocal case. Moreover, no-normalization strengthens the transport modes both in
the case of ZHDoSE and NSSE reciprocal. Thus,
the combination of no-normalization and NSSE
reciprocal performs better than other combinations.
3) The effect of parameter a on the results has been
preliminarily studied. Parameter a has more influence on normalization than no-normalization
in NSSE reciprocal. However, it has fewer impacts on no-normalization when parameter a is
higher than 0.05. Therefore, when parameter a
is higher than 0.05 and combined with no-normalization or when it is lower than 0.95 and
combined with normalization, the rank of SEs in
HSN can be well recognized.
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 1, 35-47

This task makes some progress on the application of SNT in the transportation field and the research of connectivity of urban transport hubs based
on SNT. However, due to the limitation of work, a
lot of details have not been analysed. For example,
the results of four combinations need to be analysed
in detail, and not just the top ten of all SEs, and the
experiments on various parameters. Besides, more
indices should be explored based on HSN and more
characteristics should be studied in the future work.
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基于超级网络理论的城市枢纽网络连通性贡
献：以北京市为例
摘要
随着我国城市化的快速发展，出行方式和城市客
运枢纽数量不断增加，逐步形成城市多层次、多属
性的交通枢纽网络。同时，超级网络理论（SNT）
在展示多层交通枢纽方面具有优势。本文旨在为研
究枢纽潜在的连通性贡献提供一个新的视角。基于
枢纽超级网络（HSN）的拓扑特征对城市交通枢纽
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进行排序。基于超边（SE）本文提出了的两个指
标：零中心性（ZHDoSE）和共享超边数（NSSE）
。然后，以北京市为例，研究了交通方式和地铁线
路对连通性的影响。结果表明，元素非归一化增强
了交通方式和地铁线路对连通性的贡献。此外，传
输方式对连通性有很大的贡献。然而，元素归一化
在ZHDoSE倒数下增强了地铁线路数量贡献。另外，
在HSN中，ZHDoSE和NSSE的不同权重对SEes的识
别结果有不同的影响。

关键词：超网络；超边；交通枢纽；连通性
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